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E.G. GRIP E.G. GRIP HD E.G. GRIP SL

FISH GRIP 
series

The movement of the hand held out 
toward the landed fish. The EG grip 
adopts a new concept push lever (PAT.) 

that opens the hook by pushing the 
lever in the same direction.

It can be easily set in one motion, securely holds the mouth of the fish, and 
supports safe landing. Equipped with a duralumin hook on an 
ultra-lightweight and highly rigid body.

E.G. GRIP
EVERGREEN

- 260mm  :  178g

PUSH LEVER / PAT. ARM TRIGGER GRIP HOOK

The movement of the hand held out 
toward the landed fish. The EG grip 
series adopts a new concept push lever 
(PAT.) that opens the hook by pushing 
the lever in the same direction.

The "EG Grip HD", which uses the thickest stainless steel hook in the 
series, is equipped with a rotary grip that rotates when a certain amount 
of force is applied and releases the force of the raging fish.
It can be easily set in one motion, securely holds the mouth of the fish, and 
supports safe landing.

E.G. GRIP HD
EVERGREEN

- 265mm  :  253g

PUSH LEVER / PAT. ARM TRIGGER

GRIP ROTARY GRIP HOOK

The movement of the hand held out toward 
the landed fish. The EG grip series adopts 
a new concept push lever (PAT.) that 
opens the hook by pushing the lever in 
the same direction. It can be easily set in 
one motion, securely holds the mouth of the 
fish, and supports safe landing.

The EG Grip SL is a mid-range model with a low price, but it is equipped 
with a lightweight and highly rigid slim shape body, a stainless steel slim 
hook with excellent holdability, and a rotary grip that rotates when a 
certain amount of force is applied to release the force of the raging fish. 
Full specifications. Its high practical performance is comparable to the 
EG grip series high-end model.

E.G. GRIP SL
EVERGREEN

- 262mm  :  193g

- Colors  :  blue  /  red

PUSH LEVER / PAT. ARM TRIGGER

GRIP ROTARY GRIP HOOK
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